Abstract
Introduction
In adaptive noise cancellation applications an auxiliary sensor is used for picking up a version of the noise that should be free of any component of the desired signal. In situations that require a close position for placing the auxiliary sensor to the primary sensor, components of the desired signal will leak onto the reference noise version via the spatial path between the sensors. Signals observed at the sensors output will be defined in the z-domain as 
S z H z S z 
is the additive signal to the noise at reference channel sensor, with Many structures have been discussed to overcome these limitations. Among these are the two stage adaptive noise canceller structure [3] and cross-coupled structure [2] . One of the main drawbacks of the two-stage adaptive noise canceller is that structure is restricted to the cases where the signal to be cleaned is intermittent. However cross-coupled structure, Fig. 1 , is not confined to intermittent signals and the noise figure versus primary input signal-to-noise ratio graphs show better performance for canceling the noise without introducing any noticeable signal distortion. Hz respectively, therefore it avoids any inverse modeling which may be difficult to realize in practice.
Figure 1. Cross-coupled structure.
The cross-coupled structure, has the property of signals symmetric de-coupling at the error outputs. De-coupling occur due to the adaptive cancellation of the correlated signal and noise components at either channel producing signal-free and noise-free references, respectively [2] . Therefore, it is a decorrelator by adaptive cancellation. The cross-coupled structure is regarded in [4] , as symmetric signal separation network with no restriction between inputs of being both signals or signal and noise. Crosscoupled structure, also, is addressed in [5] , as an alternative signal separation by de-correlation for a twoinput two-output case of Multi-Input Multi-Output LTI system.
For the more general case, where the signals are being coupled due to placing the observation sensors far enough (or via barriers) from the main sources of signals, additional coupling transfer functions should be taken into account. For such case, the sensors output are linear combinations of four path transfer functions and delays as shown in the left side of Fig 2. Mathematically, the model for the crosscoupled signal observations can be expressed as follows
The unit delay in each of cross-coupled adaptive filters has been considered due to the an avoidable inherent delays necessary to realize the discrete feedback loops. Actually, this is the key idea for operation of the signals separation and equalization cross-coupled structure given in Fig. 2 . The main issues of the problem involved in this paper are the convergence of the transfer functions of the adaptive structure to solution(s) that ensures the signals separation and equalization by adaptive estimation algorithm, uniqueness of the solution and system stability limits. Beside these issues we will address, first, the analysis of the structure topology considering the use of predetermined fixed, non- 
Under these circumstances equations in (7) reduce to
Hence provided the denominator of equation (8) 
Time Domain Equations
Time domain input/output relationships can help to demonstrate the numerical calculations of output estimates in response to applied input signals for different possible system parameter settings and tolerances. Conditions that govern the numerical stability can also be concluded. Let us start from discrete time recursion of the network in vector form n n n  c w w are the parameters that include the cause of the effects due to all the structure separation and equalization transfer functions. Equations (11) and (12) 
where 
Signal separation without equalization
The solution substitution of (20) in (5) and (6), will produce
Hence for such case, the error signals   Fig. 2 , will equalize the corresponding error and produces the desired signal estimate and leaves the other signal not equalized.
Figure 3. Cross-coupled structure for signal separation only.
Stability and Coupling Constraint
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In practical applications, tolerances or inexact realization for the transfer functions of the separation/equalization cross-coupled structure are almost certainly to be met (
). This will limit the ideal response performance, and leaves some signal residues to circulate through the closed loop of the structure. Therefore, the time-delayed terms of   nn  cc is less than one, then these effects will rapidly vanish due to the convolution power decay. Otherwise, the system will be unstable. The necessary stability condition for the structure is     
In words, the product of cross-coupling transfer function gains at all frequencies should be less than the product of direct transfer function gains of each channel. This is a constraint condition on the input signals cross-coupling parameters. If this constraint is not satisfied at any time, signals separation/ equalization stability condition in (23) will be violated, therefore becomes unstable. For the signals separation cross-coupled structure in Fig. 3 , the stability condition in (22) Wz is used and the errors appear directly at signal output nodes with unit gain.
Adaptive Estimation of Signals
However, if the assumption that both source input signals   1 sn and   2 sn are uncorrelated (which is the usual assumption that holds whenever adaptive estimations are used) and become correlated due to the cross-coupling of the input channels transfer function, Fig. 2 , then successful adaptive estimation of some unknowns given in (9) that leads to (10) could be obtained. Considering 
From which, we may conclude that Table 1 gives some of the achieved cross-correlation and mean square error figures after convergence between the relevant signals indicated in the first heading row of the table, for the different cases given in Fig. 4 to 7 of the transfer functions estimations.
Conclusions
A suitable structure for the separation and equalization of cross-coupled signals is proposed. The structure is configured with a topology that look like the mirror image of the cross-coupling network of the input signals. The structure incorporates two adaptive filters that equalize the separated signals at the cross-coupled filters output subtraction nodes. Under the circumstances, that all coupling network transfer functions are known in advance, and non-adaptive, fixed, transfer functions are set in the proposed structure, then source signals can be estimated even though the source signals are correlated.
The stability condition of the structure is         
